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Under Water: Withstanding
Low Yields in Traditional Life
Low yields have created a hostile environment for Europe's traditional life
industry. Although insurers have responded well, forthcoming changes to
Solvency II will make things even tougher. Focusing on Germany, this deep dive
looks at the key issues, exposure of the industry and potential responses.
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German life structurally challenged by low
yields
Exhibit 1:
Germany is the market most exposed to the low interest rate environment
Solvency sensitivity to changes in Reliance on SII transitional
EUR discount rates >20y (ppt)
measures

Country
Liability duration
[Top 10 by SII own funds]

Germany

Very high
[19.4 y]

Very high
[-182% pts impact of
EUR LLP 20 -> 50y]

High
[-49% SII ratio impact of removing
TMs]

Netherlands

High
[13.4 y]

Very high
[-119%]

None

UK

Med
[9.4y, comparatively well
matched]

Low
[no impact for GBP as LLP already
at 50y]

High
[-35%]

Italy

Med
[9.0y]

Low
[-7%]

Low
[-2%]

France

High
[11.8y]

Med
[-28%]

Med
[-19%]

Spain

Med
[9.2y, comparatively well
matched]

Low
[-10%]

Low
[-2%]

Sweden

Med
[9.0y]

n/a

None

Ireland

High
[11.8y]

High
[-43%]

None

Denmark

High
[13.4y]

Med
[-33%]

None

EU average for reference

11.9y

-49%

-15%

Source: EIOPA, AM Best, Company data, Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research. LLP = Last Liquid Point. A higher LLP means liability discount rate decreases which will increase the
liability

Exhibit 2:

Exhibit 3:

Swap rates in long-term decline across the term structure

Swap rates have yet to reach FY19 level despite recent recovery

Evolution of key swap rates

Evolution of key swap rates
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Exhibit 4:

EIOPA has proposed three key changes to the Solvency II framework, as part of 2020 review, two of which are likely to create more capital challenges

Source: EIOPA , Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 5:
Our modelling suggests that applying the new SII discount curve and allowing the rate stress to move into negative territory will challenge
the German life industry's financial strength
Traditional Life insurer - Regulatory Impacts sensitivity
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Exhibit 6:

Full universe of German life insurers' Solvency II ratios at FY20, with our modelled combined stress shown at FY19

Comparison of sample insurers with German insurers
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-67%
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Solvency Ratio - excl. TM

Source: Company data, Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research. UL = Unit-linked. TM = Transitional Measures

Solvency Ratio - TM impact
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Exhibit 7:
Yields have fallen faster than German new business guarantee rates
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Executive Summary
The European life insurance industry remains under significant pressure from low interest rates. Germany is one of the
most challenged markets and therefore is the focus of this report.
The sector has responded well in reducing guarantees on new business and taking action on asset liability management
(ALM), which has so far limited the impact on earnings and capital.
However, with yields remaining low and Solvency II (SII) regulatory changes looming we believe the industry is potentially
entering a new phase where more radical steps need to be taken both in terms of managing back books and new product
design.
While most listed players with German operations are in a relatively strong position, thanks to their early steps on new
product design and ALM, we still see a disconnect between the proportion of capital allocated and the earnings - and crucially
cash - generated.
Given the investor focus on stability of capital and dividend security, we think for certain insurers it would make sense to
reduce capital allocation to German life... Our analysis suggests that while insurers benefit from the use of policyholder
capital in German life, the operations still introduce significant interest rate volatility into the group solvency calculations,
which negatively affects investor views of the appropriate cost of capital.
...while for many other German insurers, there is also scope for them to improve their capital positions through
optimisation of their business profile and ALM.

Mitigating factors wearing off

German life introduces interest rate risk

While many insurers have taken actions to limit the impact of the

The German life industry has the longest liability duration in Europe

interest environment through product design and ALM, many of the

- at 19.4 years according to EIOPA. Although there is significant reli-

features of the Solvency II and local accounting frameworks, which

ance on policyholder capital, our work suggests that the inclusion of

were designed to help mitigate the impact, are in the process of

German life materially increases the interest rate sensitivity of multi-

phasing out or becoming less effective.

national groups. For example, at -182 percentage points, the impact
of moving the last liquid point in the interest rate extrapolation from

For example: i) the ultimate forward rate (UFR) is steadily decreasing,

20 to 50 years would be highest for German Life insurance, as

ii) the Solvency II transitionals are running off, iii) higher yielding

reported by EIOPA and as shown in Exhibit 1 .

assets are running off quickly and iv) the need to build up the local
GAAP ZZR reserve ("Zinszusatzreserve") in Germany is creating
stresses.

8
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Potential levers to pull
There is a range of levers available for insurers to manage their sol-

We have used a stochastic cash flow model to assess the impact of

vency, improve their capital position and structural profitability, see

forthcoming Solvency II changes on the standard formula capital

Exhibit 8 . The key challenge insurers need to address is improving

position of two hypothetical insurers - one focused on traditional

the resilience of their business model and balance sheet to a sus-

products, the other with greater exposure to unit-linked. Our anal-

tained low rates environment and pending regulatory changes,

ysis looks at the impact of moving to the new discount curve and the

without compromising capital / cash generation.

new interest rate stresses that will allow the curve to move into negative territory.

In the short term, firms have a number of technical and financial management levers available, including:

For the traditional insurer, the combined impact of the two changes
is significant, reducing the starting Solvency II ratio from 147% to

l applying for Solvency II transitional measures – if not already

80%. While our analysis does not take into account any time to pre-

in place, applying transitionals (in particular the transitionals on

pare for the changes (which are expected to start in 2024) or any miti-

technical provisions) can provide temporary solvency relief

gating actions, we believe it is indicative of the degree of structural

l risk transfer / hedging, e.g. through implementing or optimising

capital pressure the industry is under. The pressure would be even

existing market risk hedges (e.g. interest rate hedging through

greater if interest rates go even lower from here.

derivatives or improved cash flow matching)
l optimisation of investment strategy and ALM to provide a

While the large listed insurers will not typically be impacted by the

more optimal return on capital e.g. through improving the stra-

changes to the interest rate stress (as they use internal models), the

tegic asset allocation (SAA) framework and resulting allocations

change in discount curve will challenge capital levels. In recent years

or allowing for investments in new asset classes such as illiquid

we have seen both Allianz (2020) and Zurich (2019) elect to take
advantage of Solvency II transitionals, which seems to illustrate capital pressures.

fixed income
l structured review of modelling choices and actuarial assump-

tions in the SII balance sheet
l depending on local regulatory requirements and market context

German life market is fragmented

adjusting profit crediting rules for traditional with-profits liabilities

Although Allianz dominates the market with a 29% share (of pre-

In the medium to long term, firms should consider levers that allow

miums in 2019), the market remains highly fragmented with the top

them to pivot their business model and product portfolio to be more

five players accounting for 48% of total premiums (2019).

capital efficient and profitable in a market environment characterised by sustained low interest rates – this can be achieved by tackling

We anticipate further consolidation in the market given the ongoing

both the new business mix as well as optimising the existing port-

challenges from capital and expenses. Given the increasing maturity

folio.

of the closed block consolidator market in continental Europe, we
see an increased number of potential solutions available, ranging

Further detailed considerations regarding these levers can be found

from full sale to risk transfer through reinsurance.

in Environment is tough, Solvency II changes on the way.

Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 8:
German life - potential levers to pull to mitigate pressures

TECHNICAL LEVERS

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

• SII Long-Term
Guarantee and
transitional measures

• ALM and investment
strategy

• With-profit crediting /
bonus management

• Structural cost
optimisation

• Improving customer
retention approaches

• Next generation of
‘capital light’ products

• Hedging

• (Re-)Pricing / Loadings &
Fees

• Cost variabilisation

• Customer marketing

• New types of guarantees

• Proposition streamlining

• Proposition management

• Risk products

• System simplification

• Analytics

• Modularity of product
offering

• Review of SII modelling
choices assumptions
(e.g. base valuation,
risk margin, SCR,
LACDT)
• Modelling of
management actions
Source: Oliver Wyman
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• Internal and external
reinsurance
• Corporate structure
• Capital structure

BACK BOOK
PROFITABILITY

• Product portfolio
management
• Compensation
management
• Claims optimisation

OPERATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS

• Claims process

CUSTOMER VALUE
MANAGEMENT

NEW BUSINESS
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Environment is tough, Solvency II changes on
the way
We believe that the challenges of the continued low yield environment will be compounded by the proposed revisions to
the Solvency II framework . In addition to the changes to Solvency II we note that some of the effect of various mitigating
factors (e.g. the transitionals) are beginning to have a more muted impact.
Our current expectation is that the Solvency II changes will be implemented in 2024, with a possible transition period of 8 years
which will help to mitigate the impact to some extent.
We think the insurers have multiple ways to mitigate the challenges, at least in part. Internally, profitability could be
improved through better operational efficiency, better ALM and investment strategies, for instance. Externally, insurers could
transfer part of the impact over to the customers through more stringent profit-sharing management or launching a new
generation of products.

Low yields - not a new story, but
pernicious for life insurers

These effects can reinforce one another and result in a vicious cycle:
pressure on solvency ratios can force insurers to move out of higher
yielding asset classes that attract higher capital charges under
Solvency II in order to reduce the SCR and improve the solvency ratio

For more than a decade, interest rates have been steadily trending

– while this ‘de-risking’ provides a short-term improvement it ulti-

downwards, putting increasing strain on European life insurers’ sol-

mately further deteriorates firms’ ability to generate capital / cash.

vency position and cash generation ability, in particular for insurers
with long-term liabilities:

While we have seen these dynamics in play for several years, a perfect
storm of current market and regulatory developments means that

l the market-consistent nature of the Solvency II framework

the situation may soon come to a head for many insurers:

means that any mismatch in the interest rate sensitivity of
assets and liabilities introduces volatility to insurers’ Own
Funds (available capital). Given that insurers tend to have lower

1) Rates are likely to stay at historically low levels
despite the recent upward move

duration assets compared to liabilities, this also means that
decreasing rates tend to negatively impact firms’ available capital

Rates across Europe have reached new lows since the onset of the

and solvency ratio (Own Funds / Solvency Capital Requirement

Covid 19 crisis, with long term EUR rates at or below 0% for much of

[SCR]).

2020 (see Exhibit 10 ). At year end, the 10 and 30 year EUR swap

l the non-linear nature of guarantees in much European life

business (including Germany) means that the value of liabili-

rates stood at -26bps and -2bps respectively, which is ~48bps and
~65bps below YE19 levels.

ties is highly sensitive to yields as the investment return
approaches the level of the guarantee. Unlike older

While yields have subsequently increased, we believe it is likely that

approaches, the Solvency II framework captures this dynamic.

rates will stay low for the foreseeable future. Morgan Stanley's fore-

l at the same time, low interest rates across the term structure

casts see the 10 year bund yield at -10bps at end FY21, modestly

mean it is difficult for insurers to generate sufficient invest-

higher than current levels but insufficient to have a material impact

ment returns , which has made it challenging for insurers to offer

on the insurance industry.

products including a guaranteed return for policyholders and at
the same time generate excess returns / cash that can be distributed to shareholders.
Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 9:

Exhibit 10:

Yields have consistently declined in recent years…..

...although they have bounced back from 2020 lows more recently

Evolution of key swap rates
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2) Mitigating factors are wearing off
Many of the features of Solvency II and local accounting frameworks

l From a capital generation perspective, the effect of any higher

put in place to dampen pro-cyclicality and the impact of low rates are

investment yields that may have been locked in before the

in the process of phasing out or becoming less effective:

current environment (say during the 2000s) is running off as
these investments mature.

l The ultimate forward rate (UFR) assumed in the extrapola-

l Lastly, for some countries, local reserving rules that include a

tion of the Solvency II liability discount curves for long tenors

‘smoothing’ element to avoid spurious volatility (e.g. by

(>= 20yrs for the EUR) is continuing to decrease and will be

looking at historical interest rates over a long time horizon)

3.60% in 2021 (compared to 3.75% in 2020).

are now fully based on a low interest rate environment . For

l Time is steadily reducing the impact of the Solvency II transi-

example, in Germany, the ‘ Zinszusatzreserve ’ introduces an addi-

tional measures: The transitional for technical provisions in par-

tional reserve based on a 10 year average of swap rates – at this

ticular can shield insurers from the impact of interest rate changes

stage, this reserve is based on 10 years of low and decreasing

where regulators have approved its use and allow firms to recal-

rates, which means that it will effectively ‘lock in’ the effect of the

culate the measure after significant changes in rates. However, the

current environment even after rate changes. This is forcing many

impact of these measures will continue to decrease linearly until

firms to realise hidden reserves, further compromising capital

it reaches 0 in 2032, and any new business is not eligible, meaning

generation ability in the long term.

that it can only provide a temporary respite.
l Furthermore, any recalculation of the technical provisions

3) Regulatory changes are looming

transitional to reflect interest rate movements will result in
a stronger drag on an insurer's capital generation as it is sub-

The ongoing 2020 Solvency II review is likely to result in a number

sequently amortised. Investors typically view Solvency II capital

of material changes to the framework that would further compound

generation as a key underpin of dividend security.

the impact of low interest rates. EIOPA shared its technical advice in

l There is also some evidence that regulators are starting to take

December 2020, and the European Commission will consider this

a stronger stance on the use of transitionals, e.g. with BaFin

input as well as the views of other stakeholders to put forward a leg-

now specifying the exact interest rate scenarios that firms relying

islative proposal in 3Q21. As we illustrate in Exhibit 11 , we currently

on transitional measures need to assume in their solvency fore-

expect initial implementation in 2024.

casts.
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Exhibit 11:

2. In addition, EIOPA advises to adjust the approach to calcu-

We think the changes will not kick in until 2024 with full implementation

lating interest rate capital requirements under the Standard

only from 2032

Formula to better reflect the current low interest rate environment:
l For rates that are already negative, the current approach

assumes no further down stress. A key drawback of the current
approach is that the interest rate decreases assumed in the calcu-

Source: EIOPA, Morgan Stanley Research estimates

lation of interest rate risk capital requirement are expressed as a
multiple of current interest rates at different maturities (‘relative
At this stage, if the Commission follows EIOPA's technical advice, two

approach’), which means that the approach results in very small

changes related to interest rates in Solvency II would eventually be

assumed interest rate changes and cannot result in negative

adopted:

stressed rates for positive interest rates close to 0.
l EIOPA recommends remedying these shortcomings of the

1. Changes to the extrapolation approach used to determine the

Standard Formula by calculating stresses to interest rates

liability discount curve beyond the ‘last liquid point’ (20-year

including both a fixed and a relative component, which means that

term for the EUR)

even for low (and negative) rates the recommended approach
would result in more material stresses.

l The proposed alternative approach will result in a more gradual

convergence of interest rates to the assumed ‘Ultimate Forward

Exhibit 13:

Rate’ (see Exhibit 12 ), which for the current low level of rates

Under the new proposals, under the Standard Formula the curve

means a slower increase in discount rate assumptions beyond the

shocked for rates could move negative
SII curve (1H20) vs shocked curves

last liquid point (LLP) compared to the current approach.
l While this approach would still have a significant impact on

2.0%

insurers with material long-term liabilities with cash flows

1.5%

extending beyond the 20 year tenor, the advice fell short of proposing a more radical change to the discount curve such as
changing the LLP assumption for EUR to 30 or 50 years.

1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
-0.5%
-1.0%
-1.5%
1

Exhibit 12:
Proposed changes to the Solvency II discount curve would result in a
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Base curve
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New shock

Source: EIOPA, Morgan Stanley Research

materially lower curve at longer tenors
2.0%

If adopted, this approach would likely increase interest rate capital
requirements for those insurers that use the Standard Formula - see

1.5%

Stressing German life capital for Solvency II changes
1.0%

for our modelled impact for German life insurers specifically.

0.5%

Countries with a long liability duration likely to be
most impacted

0.0%

-0.5%
1

6

11

16

21

Existing SII Curve (1H20)

26
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36

41

Proposed SII Curve (1H20)

46

51

Germany and the Netherlands are the countries most exposed to the
proposed regulatory changes, given their high liability durations.

Source: EIOPA, Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 14:
Those countries where life insurers have long liability durations - e.g. Germany and the Netherlands - would be most impacted

Country
Liability duration
[Top 10 by SII own funds]

Solvency sensitivity to changes in Reliance on SII transitional
EUR discount rates >20y (ppt)
measures

Germany

Very high
[19.4 y]

Very high
[-182% pts impact of
EUR LLP 20 -> 50y]

High
[-49% SII ratio impact of removing
TMs]

Netherlands

High
[13.4 y]

Very high
[-119%]

None

UK

Med
[9.4y, comparatively well
matched]

Low
[no impact for GBP as LLP already
at 50y]

High
[-35%]

Italy

Med
[9.0y]

Low
[-7%]

Low
[-2%]

France

High
[11.8y]

Med
[-28%]

Med
[-19%]

Spain

Med
[9.2y, comparatively well
matched]

Low
[-10%]

Low
[-2%]

Sweden

Med
[9.0y]

n/a

None

Ireland

High
[11.8y]

High
[-43%]

None

Denmark

High
[13.4y]

Med
[-33%]

None

EU average for reference

11.9y

-49%

-15%

Source: EIOPA, Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research
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Potential levers to pull
There is a range of levers available for insurers to manage their solvency, improve their capital
position and structural profitability , see Exhibit 15 .
Exhibit 15:
German life - potential levers to pull in order to mitigate pressures

TECHNICAL LEVERS

FINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT

• SII Long-Term
Guarantee and
transitional measures

• ALM and investment
strategy

• With-profit crediting /
bonus management

• Structural cost
optimisation

• Improving customer
retention approaches

• Next generation of
‘capital light’ products

• Hedging

• (Re-)Pricing / Loadings &
Fees

• Cost variabilisation

• Customer marketing

• New types of guarantees

• Proposition streamlining

• Proposition management

• Risk products

• System simplification

• Analytics

• Modularity of product
offering

• Review of SII modelling
choices assumptions
(e.g. base valuation,
risk margin, SCR,
LACDT)
• Modelling of
management actions

• Internal and external
reinsurance
• Corporate structure
• Capital structure

BACK BOOK
PROFITABILITY

• Product portfolio
management
• Compensation
management

OPERATIONAL
EFFECTIVENESS

CUSTOMER VALUE
MANAGEMENT

• Claims process

NEW BUSINESS

• Claims optimisation

Source: Oliver Wyman

We expect to see increasing levels of consolidation in geographies

matching) – this may require re-assessing overall risk appetite for

most affected by the combination of low interest rates and proposed

market risks and interest rate risk in particular

changes to the Solvency II framework, in particular in Germany.

l reassessing investment strategy and ALM to provide a more

However, there are a range of levers life insurers can consider and

optimal return on capital e.g. through improving the SAA frame-

optimise to withstand low yields. The key challenge insurers need to

work and resulting allocations or allowing for investments in

address is improving the resilience of their business model and bal-

illiquid fixed income assets to back long-term liabilities that allow

ance sheet to a sustained low rates environment and pending regulatory changes, without compromising capital / cash generation in the
long term.

firms to capture a liquidity premium
l perform a structured review of modelling choices and actu-

arial assumptions in the SII balance sheet to better reflect risk
profile and release capital where current assumptions are inappro-

Levers firms should consider in the short term

priate or overly prudent (e.g. management actions embedded in
BEL, level of LACDT, calibration of (partial) internal model)

- Consider applying for Solvency II transitional measures – if not

l depending on local regulatory requirements and market context,

already in place, applying transitionals (in particular the transitionals

adjust profit crediting rules for traditional with-profits liabilities

on technical provisions) can provide temporary solvency relief. While

where there is scope to, thereby reducing non-guaranteed cash-

not a structural solution this can create breathing space to pull other

flows and the market value of these liabilities on the SII balance

levers and optimise the business model.

sheet

- Assess and apply further changes to ALM and risk management

It is important that firms consider these potential levers jointly and

approach and make use of technical / actuarial levers that can

in a consistent manner (e.g. using a consistent decision framework

improve solvency and capital:

and underlying metrics), as they all impact the trade-off between the
stock of available capital / solvency today and capital generation /

l risk transfer, hedging and cashflow matching, e.g. through

implementing or optimising existing market risk hedges (such as

flow going forward. There can also be significant interactions
between levers, for instance:

interest rate hedging through derivatives or improved cash flow
Morgan Stanley Research
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l Reducing interest rate exposure through hedging will reduce sol-

l Regarding new business, insurers should continue to invest in

vency sensitivity to changes in rates and free up capital that can

developing attractive unit-linked offerings and hybrid savings

be used to bolster capital generation through higher yielding

products with flexible guarantees. In addition, protection / risk

investments. Firms that rely on derivatives to manage their

products are capital efficient, have limited interest rate exposure

interest rate exposure will also have more discretion in terms of

given lower duration, and are a source of diversification compared

the duration profile of their investment profile compared to firms
that aim to cashflow match. We recognize that hedging needs to

to traditional business.
l In parallel, insurers can optimise their existing portfolio using a

carefully balance the Solvency II and local GAAP perspective.

variety of levers focussed on improving back book profitability.

l In some regulatory environments (incl. Germany) changes to dis-

For instance, firms can reduce exposure to liabilities with particu-

cretionary profit sharing rules are tied to the return of the invest-

larly onerous guarantees through targeted conversion or buy-out

ment portfolio, which means that increasing capital generation

schemes. Similarly, cross- or upsell opportunities to existing cus-

through the SAA may limit the potential to adjust profit sharing

tomers can be used to dilute the share of traditional guaranteed

rules.

business.

l Capital modelling choices and assumptions should be considered

l Insurers should continue to assess financial and technical levers

in light of both the current as well as future risk profile (i.e. after

on an ongoing basis and use a consistent decision framework as

potential changes to ALM and hedging strategy).

their business and risk profile evolves – this might also involve
considering the use of an internal model under Solvency II for

Levers firms should consider in the medium term

firms currently using the Standard Formula.

In the medium to long term, firms should consider levers that allow

Traditional profitability levers such as operational efficiency will

them to pivot their business model and product portfolio to be more

improve the Solvency II balance sheet and solvency position as well,

capital efficient and profitable in a market environment character-

but will take time to flow through.

ised by sustained low interest rates, by tackling both the new business mix as well as optimising the existing portfolio:
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German life: a brief overview of the industry
Germany has the third largest life insurance market in Europe after the UK and France, with several of the key players in
the European industry present. Allianz has the largest market share in German life, with its unit contributing ~10% of group
FY20 earnings. Generali, Zurich, AXA, Munich Re and Swiss Life also have reasonable size footprints.
A skewed exposure to long-term guarantees is the key feature of products sold in Germany, leading to many investors viewing
German life insurance as one of the highest sources of interest rate risk in the European insurance space given the prevailing
interest rate environment.
In order to mitigate the pressure from low rates, some German life insurers have introduced innovative product designs in
order to manage guarantee costs, however at the industry level this has not been sufficient to fully offset the decline in yields
- as we illustrate in Exhibit 19 , the gap between the 10 year bund yield and average guarantee rate has continued to increase.
Furthermore, German statutory reporting is likely to exacerbate the economic pressure as life insurers have to sell the
high-yielding assets in order to fund the growing ZZR requirement (see Exhibit 22 ) and reinvest into lower-yield assets.

A fragmented market, but with one
dominant player

Exhibit 16:
Although Allianz dominates the German life market, it remains heavily
fragmented
Top 25 players - 2019 Life GWP (EUR bn)

Germany has a fragmented life market where the top five life players
captured only 48% of the total premium in 2019, see Exhibit 16 .
Allianz is by some distance the largest player with a market share of
29% (by premiums) in 2019. Within the Morgan Stanley Research
coverage universe, Generali is third, with a share of 5.4%, Zurich is
next with its life operation ranking fifth with a market share of 3.6%.
AXA, Munich Re's ERGO and Swiss Life are also among the top 25
players.

-

10,000

20,000

30,000

Allianz L
R+V L AG
AachenMünchener L
Debeka L
Zurich Deutscher Herold L
Bayern-Versicherung L
Alte Leipziger L
AXA L
Proxalto L
Nürnberger L
ERGO L
Württembergische L
Cosmos L
SV Lebensversicherung
HDI L
Provinzial NordWest L
Volkswohl-Bund L
Gothaer L
Signal Iduna L
TARGO L
Swiss Life
WWK L
Provinzial Rheinland L
Hannoversche L
neue leben
Tail

Zu

Source: GdV
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Long-term guaranteed products generate significant
interest rate risk

As we show in Exhibit 19 , historically, the average guarantee rate
offered by life insurers was lower than the 10 year bund yield - however, this has not been the case since around 2010 despite the

Saving insurance products with guarantees have long been popular

industry's effort to dilute the cost of liabilities through lower cost

in Germany. As we show in Exhibit 17 , in 2000 saving products with

new business.

guarantees, including classic with-profits and endowment products,
accounted for 43% of total annual new business. This ratio actually

Exhibit 19:

increased to 49% in 2019 if we include hybrid products (separately

Yields have fallen faster than new business guarantee levels

disclosed since 2018), which also provide guarantees (albeit lower

6.00

than the traditional or classic product).

5.00

4.00

Given the importance of the back book, the proportion of total pre-

3.00

mium income that comes from guarantee products is even higher -

2.00

at 67% in 2019 as shown in Exhibit 18 :

1.00

0.00
-1.00
01/2000

02/2003

03/2006

04/2009

05/2012

06/2015

07/2018

Exhibit 17:

10Y Bund yield

Products with some guarantees have consistently accounted for

Max. permissible Guaranteed Rate on New Business

almost half of German new life business
New business premium mix in Germany

Average guaranteed rate on existing business (before ZZR)
Source: GdV, St Louis Fed, Assekurate (back book guarantees), Oliver Wyman analysis/perspectives

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Moreover, these high guarantees are also very long term. According
to EIOPA data, the average duration of German life business was
~19.4 years, the highest within Europe where the average duration
was 11.9 years.
Exhibit 20:

Germany

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Sweden

...and an even higher proportion of on-going premium income
Total premium mix in Germany

Italy

Exhibit 18:

Spain

Source: GdV, Morgan Stanley Research estimate. Hybrid product was disclosed separately for the first
time in 2018. It was previously included in "saving with guarantee".

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
UK

Others

Germany has the longest life liability duration in Europe
Average liability duration by country

Ireland

Hybrid

2019

France

Saving with guarantee

2018

EU average

Unit-linked

2015

Denmark

2010

Netherlands

2000

Source: EIOPA, Morgan Stanley Research

Product innovation: first hybrid, now less than 100%
principal guarantees
2018
Unit-linked

2019
Saving with guarantee

Source: GdV, Morgan Stanley Research estimate

Hybrid

Others

In response to these challenges, German life insurers some time ago
launched innovative new products, for example introducing "hybrid"
contracts which combine unit-linked and traditional savings features.
These hybrid products typically offer lower guarantees - in Exhibit
21 Allianz compares its hybrid product "Perspektive" vs. traditional
saving product "Klassik". These new generation products generally
have much lower interest rate risk and therefore are more capital effi-

18
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Exhibit 21:
Allianz's "Perspektive", a hybrid product, has significantly lower interest rate risk than the traditional 'Klassik' contract

Source: Allianz, Morgan Stanley Research

However, as bond yields have continued to trend lower, even the
lower guarantee rates on the new generation of products have

Local reporting requirements could weigh on economic value generation

become increasingly unaffordable.
While German insurers are trying to manage the economic risk expoWe now see companies that are pushing further to reduce the cost

sure to the low interest rate environment, (local) statutory

of guarantee through various ways, e.g. offering a guarantee for only

reporting, in particular the ZZR, presents an additional challenge for

a proportion (typically 60-90%) of the premium instead of 100%, or

them.

charging fees higher than the "nominal" guarantee rates.
The Zinszusatzreserve (ZZR) was introduced in 2011, whereby the
While it is not currently possible to offer guarantees below 100% on

German life insurers were asked to set up additional reserves when

Riester pension products, on other classes of business insurers are

the cost of a guarantee offered by a life insurer is higher than a "refer-

increasingly taking action. For Riester specifically, there has been a

ence rate", which was initially set as the 10-year average of the 10-

debate about reforming how these products work - including low-

year zero-coupon EURO Swaps rate, with a new "corridor method"

ering the guarantee level. There could potentially be more progress

introduced in 2018 where the reference rate's annual reduction is

here after the German general election.

"contained".

Morgan Stanley Research
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Given it is a moving average, the reference rate will continue to drop

Exhibit 22:

for a significant period into the future even if yields were to stabilise

The ZZR has built up quickly for German life insurance industry fol-

at current levels. When the reference rate drops, the ZZR would gen-

lowing the rapid decline in interest rates from 2011
ZZR Reserve projection
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

8.0

ence rate widens for a given contract; 2) there will be additional

7.0

contracts that require a ZZR to be established.

6.0

Since its implementation, the ZZR has built up quickly as the reference rate dropped, as we show in Exhibit 22 .

%

5.0
4.0
3.0

2.0
1.0

By the end of 2019, the German life insurance industry had set up a

0.0

€ billion

erally increase because: 1) the gap between guarantee rate and refer-

~€75bn ZZR in total, ~9% of total German life insurance reserves.
Although in 2018 a new ZZR reference rate methodology was introduced where the change (drop) in reference rate was capped,

ZZR Reserve - German market, EUR bn

Average ECB Euro-swap, %

Reference ZZR Rate, %

Source: Assekurata, ECB Statistical Data Warehouse, Detusche Bundesbank

Assekurata estimates that the ZZR will gradually increase to €160bn
by 2030.

To fund the ZZR, German insurers would usually liquidate assets to
release the "unrealised capital gains" into the statutory equity.
However, it also means the insurers would have to exit potentially
higher yield instruments and reinvest into lower-yield assets, which
would weigh on their economic value generation.
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Stressing German life capital for Solvency II
changes
When we apply the proposed changes to Solvency II to a hypothetical German traditional life insurer's balance sheet, our
modelling suggests the headline solvency ratio would fall from 147% to 80% . This takes into account the combined impact
of allowing for negative rates and the alternative (discount curve) extrapolation method.
In our view, the modelling illustrates the continued challenges facing the German life insurance industry which are likely
to inform strategic decisions in the coming years .
We have determined a baseline Solvency II balance sheet and Standard Formula SCR using a stochastic cash flow model for a
sample traditional life insurer and an insurer focused on unit-linked business.
Our sample traditional life insurer has a 2019 solvency ratio of 147% versus 444% for our sample unit-linked insurer.
We have also summarised the actual solo solvency ratios for all German life entities with and without transitionals - German life
insurers have a wide variety of asset/liability mixes with a range of solvency ratios.

Pressures on capital to persist for
traditional insurers

stress scenarios.
We determined a baseline Solvency II balance sheet and Standard
Formula SCR using a stochastic cash flow model and market condi-

Our modelling suggests that solvency is likely to remain under pres-

tions as at FY19.

sure for those insurers that are heavily exposed to German traditional life. While there is likely to be some phase-in of the proposed

For the sample traditional life insurer, we assumed an asset mix based

changes to Solvency II - and management teams will have the oppor-

on the market average of German life insurers, which is mainly char-

tunity to take mitigating actions - we think the continued pressure on

acterised by bonds. Our detailed assumptions are outlined in Exhibit

solvency could accelerate strategic decisions.

23 and Exhibit 24 .

We believe that we could see more insurers look to reassess their
operating models in Germany.

Exhibit 23:
Over 80% of our sample traditional life insurer's assets are fixed income

Modelling two archetypes

Asset Allocation at YE19 – Sample Classic Life Insurer
3%

4%

1%
6%
Fixed Income

In our analysis we have considered two archetypes: an insurer

3%
Equity

focused on traditional business and an insurer focused on unit-linked
Property

business.

Alternative Investments
Participations

Traditional life insurer

Funds

To quantitatively assess the effects of the challenges facing German
life insurers from current interest rate developments or possible regulatory changes, we have created a sample traditional life insurer and

in % of Local GAAP reserves

83%

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

exposed it to the current interest rate environment and regulatory

Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 24:

Exhibit 25:

95% of the fixed income assets are assumed to be investment grade

75% of 2019 earned premiums are from annuities and endowments for

Fixed Income Ratings – Sample Classic Life Insurer

our sample traditional life insurer
Product Mix at YE19 – Sample Classic Life Insurer

5%
10%

6%

Risk free*
Term Insurance

39%

31%

AAA

Annuities

AA
18%

Diability Insurance

A

41%

BBB

Unit-Linked
Insurance

BB

Endowment
Insurance

9%

10%

in % of Local GAAP reserves

13%

18%

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research. *risk free here means sovereign debt without standard
formula stress.

The liability side of the sample traditional life insurer is dominated by
annuities and endowment insurance.

in % of earned premiums in 2019

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 26:
Our sample traditional life insurer has an asset/liability duration gap of
6.5 years
Table of assumptions
Ø-Guaranteed Interest Rate before ZZR
Ø-Guaranteed Interest Rate after ZZR
Terminal Bonus Reserve (SÜAF)
Untied reserve for premium refunds (fRfB)
Local GAAP balance sheet total
Asset duration
Liability duration

2.59%
1.71%
€239 m
€394 m
€16,831 m
10.3 years
16.8 years

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

Based on the above assumptions, the resulting solvency ratio was
147% at the end of 2019, excluding transitional measures.
Exhibit 27:
Our sample traditional life insurer had a solvency ratio of 147% as of FY19
In EUR millions

Local GAAP Equity 454

Recon. Reserve 399

OF 1,474

147%

Surplus Funds 621
FDB 3,202
MV Assets

Options 21

Market 2,573

Risk Margin 547
20,167

Deferred Taxes 183

Life 521
Health 500

Guaranteed BEL
14,740

LAC TP -1,617
LAC DT -394
opRisk 82

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research
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In Exhibit 28 , we apply the changes to Solvency II detailed in the

Exhibit 29:

section Low yields - not a new story, but pernicious for life insurers

The unit-linked insurer has less fixed income and more investments in

to our sample German traditional life insurer.

funds than the traditional life insurer in our analysis
Asset Allocation at YE19 – Sample Unit-Linked Insurer

1. Standard Formula interest rate shocks, -31ppts: we have mod-

Fixed Income

elled the impact of the new interest rate down stress under the

26%

Standard Formula, which allows negative interest rates and stresses

Equity

already negative base interest rates further down, which impacts the

Property

majority of German life insurers (by number). However, the large
listed names typically use internal models so will have already con-

2%
1%
5%

sidered this. We estimate our sample traditional life insurer's sol-

Alternative Investments
Participations

3%

vency ratio will decrease by ~31ppts if this change comes into force.

Funds
64%

in % of Local GAAP reserves

2. Changes to the extrapolation approach used to determine the
liability discount curve beyond the last liquid point (20-year
term for the EUR), -29ppts. The proposed alternative approach will
result in a more gradual convergence in interest rates to the assumed
UFR, which for the current low level of rates means a slower increase
in discount rate assumptions beyond the LLP compared to the cur-

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

Exhibit 30:
The fixed income ratings for the unit-linked scenario are the same as
the traditional life insurer
Fixed Income Ratings – Sample Unit-Linked Insurer

rent approach. We estimate our sample traditional life insurer's sol-

5%

vency ratio will decrease by ~29ppts if this change comes into force.

10%

Combined, the regulatory changes would reduce the SII ratio by
~67ppts (note that this is higher than adding together the two

Risk free*

AAA

AA

A

BBB

BB

39%
18%

independent impacts, as a lower base curve increases the impact
of the rates down scenario).
10%

Exhibit 28:
For our sample traditional life insurer, the solvency ratio would fall to
80% if the proposed regulatory changes came into force

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research. *risk free here means sovereign debt without standard
formula stress.

Traditional Life insurer - Regulatory Impacts sensitivity
1,800
1,600

SII 116%

SII 147%

SII 80%

SII 118%

18%

in % of Local GAAP reserves

1.5
1

1,400

659

1,200

0.5

130

276

1,000
800

1,474

1,474

1,329

600

1,001

1,001

1,001

1,329

1,001

Exhibit 31:

0

Unit-linked products account for over 50% of earned premiums

-0.5

Product Mix at YE19 – Sample Unit-Linked Insurer

-1

400
-1.5

200
-

12%

2%

Baseline

Baseline incl. new IR-Down

OF

Delta SCR

Baseline under new
Extrapolation

Term Insurance

16%

-2
Baseline under new
Extrapolation incl. altern. IRDown

Annuities

SCR

13%

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

Unit-Linked Insurance

Unit-linked skewed insurer
56%

Similar to the traditional life business analysis, we also create a baseline Solvency II balance sheet and Standard Formula SCR using the

Disability Insurance

Endowment Insurance

in % of earned premiums in 2019
Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

cashflow model for an insurer that is more skewed to unit-linked
business.
Morgan Stanley Research
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Exhibit 34 implies that there are a range of insurers for which the

We assume an asset/liability duration gap of 10 years.

solvency ratio without transitionals would fall below 100% if the

Table of assumptions
Ø-Guaranteed Interest Rate before ZZR
Ø-Guaranteed Interest Rate after ZZR
Terminal Bonus Reserve (SÜAF)
Untied reserve for premium refunds (fRfB)
Local GAAP balance sheet total
Asset duration
Liability duration

measures proposed in the Solvency II were applied today, at today’s
2.59%
1.71%
€174 m
€588 m
€16,831 m
10.3 years
20.3 years

market rates. Therefore it is essential that insurers use the coming
years well to implement mitigating actions, as laid out in the
Potential levers to pull section.
Exhibit 34:
Solo German life entity solvency ratios at FY20; the chart shows the two

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

archetypes we have modelled in the context of the German life industry
at FY19

Our sample unit-linked exposed insurer is significantly better capitalised than our same traditional life insurer - with a solvency ratio of
444% versus 147%.
Exhibit 33:
Our sample unit-linked insurer has a solvency ratio of 444% at FY19
In EUR millions

Local GAAP Equity 679
Recon. Reserve 836

OF 2,271

444%

Surplus Funds 756
FDB 5,728
MV Assets

Options -338

Market 1,511

Risk Margin 435
19,416

Deferred Taxes 391

Life 1,916

SCR 512

Health 499
Guaranteed BEL
10,929

LAC TP -2,272
LAC DT -193
opRisk 61

Source: Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research

How does the broader industry look?
In reality, German life insurers have a wide variety of asset/liability
mixes with a range of solvency ratios. We summarise the actual solo
solvency ratios for all German life solo entities with (yellow) and
without (blue) transitionals in Exhibit 34 at FY20.
Also included are the two representative unit-linked (red) and traditional (‘Klassik’) (green) life insurers at FY19 for the different regulatory change scenarios (see above for more details).
Note that the ratios are based on QRTs and are standard formula
apart from where a firm has an approved (partial) internal model. As
above, the representative unit-linked and traditional insurers use the
Standard Formula SCR.

Europa
Dialog
ERGO Vorsorge
Deutsche
Nürnberger Beamten
Delta Direkt
Hannoversche
Vereinigte Post
UL focused Baseline
v. 1871
Lifestyle Protection
LVM
AachenMünchener
Swiss Life
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Continentale AG
Proxalto
Provinzial NordWest
UL focused IR Down + Extrapolation
AXA s AG
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200%
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400%
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Source: Company data, Oliver Wyman, Morgan Stanley Research
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and Underweight. Morgan Stanley does not assign ratings of Buy, Hold or Sell to the stocks we cover. Overweight, Equal-weight, Not-Rated and Underweight are not the equivalent of buy,
hold, and sell but represent recommended relative weightings (see definitions below). To satisfy regulatory requirements, we correspond Overweight, our most positive stock rating, with a
buy recommendation; we correspond Equal-weight and Not-Rated to hold and Underweight to sell recommendations, respectively.
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Coverage Universe
Stock Rating
Category

Foundation

Other Material Investment Services Clients

Investment Banking Clients (IBC)

(MISC)

Count

% of Total

Count

% of Total IBC

% of Rating Category

Count

% of Total Other MISC

Overweight/Buy

1517

44%

413

47%

27%

670

44%

Equal-weight/Hold

1418

41%

373

42%

26%

649

42%

Not-Rated/Hold

4

0%

2

0%

50%

4

0%

Underweight/Sell

529

15%

95

11%

18%

210

14%

Total

3,468

883

1533

Data include common stock and ADRs currently assigned ratings. Investment Banking Clients are companies from whom Morgan Stanley received investment banking compensation in the
last 12 months. Due to rounding off of decimals, the percentages provided in the "% of total" column may not add up to exactly 100 percent.

Analyst Stock Ratings
Overweight (O). The stock's total return is expected to exceed the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next
12-18 months.
Equal-weight (E). The stock's total return is expected to be in line with the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over
the next 12-18 months.
Not-Rated (NR). Currently the analyst does not have adequate conviction about the stock's total return relative to the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage
universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next 12-18 months.
Underweight (U). The stock's total return is expected to be below the average total return of the analyst's industry (or industry team's) coverage universe, on a risk-adjusted basis, over the next
12-18 months.
Unless otherwise specified, the time frame for price targets included in Morgan Stanley Research is 12 to 18 months.

Analyst Industry Views
Attractive (A): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be attractive vs. the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated
below.
In-Line (I): The analyst expects the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months to be in line with the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below.
Cautious (C): The analyst views the performance of his or her industry coverage universe over the next 12-18 months with caution vs. the relevant broad market benchmark, as indicated below.
Benchmarks for each region are as follows: North America - S&P 500; Latin America - relevant MSCI country index or MSCI Latin America Index; Europe - MSCI Europe; Japan - TOPIX; Asia relevant MSCI country index or MSCI sub-regional index or MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex Japan Index.

Important Disclosures for Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC & E*TRADE Securities LLC Customers
Important disclosures regarding the relationship between the companies that are the subject of Morgan Stanley Research and Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC or Morgan Stanley or any
of their affiliates, are available on the Morgan Stanley Wealth Management disclosure website at www.morganstanley.com/online/researchdisclosures. For Morgan Stanley specific disclosures,
you may refer to www.morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures.
Each Morgan Stanley research report is reviewed and approved on behalf of Morgan Stanley Smith Barney LLC and E*TRADE Securities LLC. This review and approval is conducted by the
same person who reviews the research report on behalf of Morgan Stanley. This could create a conflict of interest.

Other Important Disclosures
Morgan Stanley Research policy is to update research reports as and when the Research Analyst and Research Management deem appropriate, based on developments with the issuer, the
sector, or the market that may have a material impact on the research views or opinions stated therein. In addition, certain Research publications are intended to be updated on a regular periodic
basis (weekly/monthly/quarterly/annual) and will ordinarily be updated with that frequency, unless the Research Analyst and Research Management determine that a different publication
schedule is appropriate based on current conditions.
Morgan Stanley is not acting as a municipal advisor and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the meaning of Section 975 of the
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
Morgan Stanley produces an equity research product called a "Tactical Idea." Views contained in a "Tactical Idea" on a particular stock may be contrary to the recommendations or views expressed
in research on the same stock. This may be the result of differing time horizons, methodologies, market events, or other factors. For all research available on a particular stock, please contact
your sales representative or go to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix.
Morgan Stanley Research is provided to our clients through our proprietary research portal on Matrix and also distributed electronically by Morgan Stanley to clients. Certain, but not all, Morgan
Stanley Research products are also made available to clients through third-party vendors or redistributed to clients through alternate electronic means as a convenience. For access to all
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available Morgan Stanley Research, please contact your sales representative or go to Matrix at http://www.morganstanley.com/matrix.
Any access and/or use of Morgan Stanley Research is subject to Morgan Stanley's Terms of Use (http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). By accessing and/or using Morgan Stanley
Research, you are indicating that you have read and agree to be bound by our Terms of Use (http://www.morganstanley.com/terms.html). In addition you consent to Morgan Stanley processing
your personal data and using cookies in accordance with our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy (http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html), including for the purposes of
setting your preferences and to collect readership data so that we can deliver better and more personalized service and products to you. To find out more information about how Morgan Stanley
processes personal data, how we use cookies and how to reject cookies see our Privacy Policy and our Global Cookies Policy (http://www.morganstanley.com/privacy_pledge.html).
If you do not agree to our Terms of Use and/or if you do not wish to provide your consent to Morgan Stanley processing your personal data or using cookies please do not access our research.
Morgan Stanley Research does not provide individually tailored investment advice. Morgan Stanley Research has been prepared without regard to the circumstances and objectives of those
who receive it. Morgan Stanley recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial adviser.
The appropriateness of an investment or strategy will depend on an investor's circumstances and objectives. The securities, instruments, or strategies discussed in Morgan Stanley Research
may not be suitable for all investors, and certain investors may not be eligible to purchase or participate in some or all of them. Morgan Stanley Research is not an offer to buy or sell or the
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security/instrument or to participate in any particular trading strategy. The value of and income from your investments may vary because of changes
in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices, market indexes, operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. There
may be time limitations on the exercise of options or other rights in securities/instruments transactions. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Estimates of future
performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. If provided, and unless otherwise stated, the closing price on the cover page is that of the primary exchange for the subject
company's securities/instruments.
The fixed income research analysts, strategists or economists principally responsible for the preparation of Morgan Stanley Research have received compensation based upon various factors,
including quality, accuracy and value of research, firm profitability or revenues (which include fixed income trading and capital markets profitability or revenues), client feedback and competitive
factors. Fixed Income Research analysts', strategists' or economists' compensation is not linked to investment banking or capital markets transactions performed by Morgan Stanley or the
profitability or revenues of particular trading desks.
The "Important Regulatory Disclosures on Subject Companies" section in Morgan Stanley Research lists all companies mentioned where Morgan Stanley owns 1% or more of a class of common
equity securities of the companies. For all other companies mentioned in Morgan Stanley Research, Morgan Stanley may have an investment of less than 1% in securities/instruments or
derivatives of securities/instruments of companies and may trade them in ways different from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Employees of Morgan Stanley not involved in the
preparation of Morgan Stanley Research may have investments in securities/instruments or derivatives of securities/instruments of companies mentioned and may trade them in ways different
from those discussed in Morgan Stanley Research. Derivatives may be issued by Morgan Stanley or associated persons.
With the exception of information regarding Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley Research is based on public information. Morgan Stanley makes every effort to use reliable, comprehensive
information, but we make no representation that it is accurate or complete. We have no obligation to tell you when opinions or information in Morgan Stanley Research change apart from
when we intend to discontinue equity research coverage of a subject company. Facts and views presented in Morgan Stanley Research have not been reviewed by, and may not reflect information
known to, professionals in other Morgan Stanley business areas, including investment banking personnel.
Morgan Stanley Research personnel may participate in company events such as site visits and are generally prohibited from accepting payment by the company of associated expenses unless
pre-approved by authorized members of Research management.
Morgan Stanley may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views in this report.
To our readers based in Taiwan or trading in Taiwan securities/instruments: Information on securities/instruments that trade in Taiwan is distributed by Morgan Stanley Taiwan Limited ("MSTL").
Such information is for your reference only. The reader should independently evaluate the investment risks and is solely responsible for their investment decisions. Morgan Stanley Research
may not be distributed to the public media or quoted or used by the public media without the express written consent of Morgan Stanley. Any non-customer reader within the scope of Article
7-1 of the Taiwan Stock Exchange Recommendation Regulations accessing and/or receiving Morgan Stanley Research is not permitted to provide Morgan Stanley Research to any third party
(including but not limited to related parties, affiliated companies and any other third parties) or engage in any activities regarding Morgan Stanley Research which may create or give the
appearance of creating a conflict of interest. Information on securities/instruments that do not trade in Taiwan is for informational purposes only and is not to be construed as a recommendation
or a solicitation to trade in such securities/instruments. MSTL may not execute transactions for clients in these securities/instruments.
Morgan Stanley is not incorporated under PRC law and the research in relation to this report is conducted outside the PRC. Morgan Stanley Research does not constitute an offer to sell or
the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities in the PRC. PRC investors shall have the relevant qualifications to invest in such securities and shall be responsible for obtaining all relevant
approvals, licenses, verifications and/or registrations from the relevant governmental authorities themselves. Neither this report nor any part of it is intended as, or shall constitute, provision
of any consultancy or advisory service of securities investment as defined under PRC law. Such information is provided for your reference only.
Morgan Stanley Research is disseminated in Brazil by Morgan Stanley C.T.V.M. S.A. located at Av. Brigadeiro Faria Lima, 3600, 6th floor, São Paulo - SP, Brazil; and is regulated by the Comissão
de Valores Mobiliários; in Mexico by Morgan Stanley México, Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V which is regulated by Comision Nacional Bancaria y de Valores. Paseo de los Tamarindos 90, Torre 1,
Col. Bosques de las Lomas Floor 29, 05120 Mexico City; in Japan by Morgan Stanley MUFG Securities Co., Ltd. and, for Commodities related research reports only, Morgan Stanley Capital Group
Japan Co., Ltd; in Hong Kong by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited (which accepts responsibility for its contents) and by Morgan Stanley Asia International Limited, Hong Kong Branch; in Singapore
by Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Pte. (Registration number 199206298Z) and/or Morgan Stanley Asia (Singapore) Securities Pte Ltd (Registration number 200008434H), regulated by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (which accepts legal responsibility for its contents and should be contacted with respect to any matters arising from, or in connection with, Morgan Stanley
Research) and by Morgan Stanley Asia International Limited, Singapore Branch (Registration number T11FC0207F); in Australia to "wholesale clients" within the meaning of the Australian
Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Australia Limited A.B.N. 67 003 734 576, holder of Australian financial services license No. 233742, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Australia
to "wholesale clients" and "retail clients" within the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act by Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Australia Pty Ltd (A.B.N. 19 009 145 555, holder of
Australian financial services license No. 240813, which accepts responsibility for its contents; in Korea by Morgan Stanley & Co International plc, Seoul Branch; in India by Morgan Stanley India
Company Private Limited; in Indonesia by PT. Morgan Stanley Sekuritas Indonesia; in Canada by Morgan Stanley Canada Limited, which has approved of and takes responsibility for its contents
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in Canada; in Germany and the European Economic Area where required by Morgan Stanley Europe S.E., authorised and regulated by Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin)
under the reference number 149169; in the US by Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC, which accepts responsibility for its contents. Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, authorized by the Prudential
Regulatory Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulatory Authority, disseminates in the UK research that it has prepared, and approves solely for
the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, research which has been prepared by any of its affiliates. RMB Morgan Stanley Proprietary Limited is a member
of the JSE Limited and A2X (Pty) Ltd. RMB Morgan Stanley Proprietary Limited is a joint venture owned equally by Morgan Stanley International Holdings Inc. and RMB Investment Advisory
(Proprietary) Limited, which is wholly owned by FirstRand Limited. The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being disseminated by Morgan Stanley Saudi Arabia, regulated by the Capital
Market Authority in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia , and is directed at Sophisticated investors only.
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (DIFC Branch), regulated by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (the DFSA),
and is directed at Professional Clients only, as defined by the DFSA. The financial products or financial services to which this research relates will only be made available to a customer who
we are satisfied meets the regulatory criteria to be a Professional Client.
The information in Morgan Stanley Research is being communicated by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc (QFC Branch), regulated by the Qatar Financial Centre Regulatory Authority
(the QFCRA), and is directed at business customers and market counterparties only and is not intended for Retail Customers as defined by the QFCRA.
As required by the Capital Markets Board of Turkey, investment information, comments and recommendations stated here, are not within the scope of investment advisory activity. Investment
advisory service is provided exclusively to persons based on their risk and income preferences by the authorized firms. Comments and recommendations stated here are general in nature. These
opinions may not fit to your financial status, risk and return preferences. For this reason, to make an investment decision by relying solely to this information stated here may not bring about
outcomes that fit your expectations.
The trademarks and service marks contained in Morgan Stanley Research are the property of their respective owners. Third-party data providers make no warranties or representations relating
to the accuracy, completeness, or timeliness of the data they provide and shall not have liability for any damages relating to such data. The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was
developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and S&P.
Morgan Stanley Research, or any portion thereof may not be reprinted, sold or redistributed without the written consent of Morgan Stanley.
Indicators and trackers referenced in Morgan Stanley Research may not be used as, or treated as, a benchmark under Regulation EU 2016/1011, or any other similar framework.
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Important Disclosures from Oliver Wyman
Copyright © 2021 Oliver Wyman. All rights reserved. This report may not be reproduced or redistributed, in whole or in
part, without the written permission of Oliver Wyman and Oliver Wyman accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of
third parties in this respect.

This report is not a substitute for tailored professional advice on how a specific financial institution should execute its
strategy. This report is not investment advice and should not be relied on for such advice or as a substitute for consultation
with professional accountants, tax, legal or financial advisers. Oliver Wyman has made every effort to use reliable, up-todate and comprehensive information and analysis, but all information is provided without warranty of any kind, express or
implied. Oliver Wyman disclaims any responsibility to update the information or conclusions in this report.

Oliver Wyman accepts no liability for any loss arising from any action taken or refrained from as a result of information
contained in this report or any reports or sources of information referred to herein, or for any consequential, special or
similar damages even if advised of the possibility of such damages.

This report may not be sold without the written consent of Oliver Wyman.

The Oliver Wyman employees that contributed to this report are neither FCA nor FINRA registered. Oliver Wyman is not
authorised or regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority or the Prudential Regulatory Authority. As a consultancy firm it
may have business relationships with companies mentioned in this report and as such may receive fees for executing this
business.

Please refer to www.oliverwyman.com for further details.
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